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Abstract: Twitter is becoming the most popular online micro blogging network of real time post that enables users to
send and read short 140-character messages called "tweets". Registered users can read and post tweets, but
unregistered users can only read them. Today's Twitter is now less focused on what are you doing but has emerged as
a source for discovery, with a focus on sharing relevant information and engaging in conversation. Sharing various
visual information in the form of images/photos are becoming very popular where all the follower can see what
images/photos have been posted/twitted instantly. In this paper I am going to explain how effectively registered users
shares/uploads images among the followers. This information/statistics would be of great value for any
organization/company when they launch their new product in market. If a particular image/photo sharing is high
among tweeter community, organization/company can be assured that their product is penetrating more in the market.
Here I have analyzed the momentum of visual information propagation . So that followers can be aware of that
something new have been lunched in market and subsequently will have the curiosity to dig more on it. In this paper,
the collected twitter steaming which has been (rich amount of data in semi structure format JSON for an interval of
time) referred to as big data are processed efficiently to achieve mentioned output. With the available traditional
software like RDBMS, MVC architecture framework like Struts etc, it's impossible to achieve the desire goal. To
leverage the cloud computing, I have used the Amazon Web Service EC2 [2]where Hadoop cluster has been created to
analyze the twitter streaming data[3]. Other components of Hadoop eco system viz. Apache Flume[9], Hive [6] have
also been used . Using Flume[9], twitter streaming[3] has been collected for a particular interval of time and
subsequently stored in Hadoop Distribution File System (HDFS)[1,13,14] for further analysis where traditional
RDBMS are not compatible. I have used Hive for mining the stored data filtered through Map Reduce phase[1,13,14].
Only Map[1,13,14] has been used to parse the semi structured Streaming data (JSON)[7].
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the deep penetration of internet into human society, social media over internet has started a new dimension from the
early 2006. Various blogs of individuals, Facebook, Twitter are mainly leading a revolutionary environment in the
society. If we consider Twitter, it is an way to learn about the world through another person's eyes. Besides, it is
becoming a marketing and advertising tool where modern internet savvy user slowly neglecting other advertising
channels like TV, hoarding etc. Now-a-days most of the big companies use twitter as an advertising medium. They
circulate their newly launched product information with short notes and images via twitter. Based on that, user shares the
same among his followers with comments etc and again from a particular follower to his followers like a chain reaction.
From different views and comments on the streaming data, companies can analysis the information on their products
which indeed help them to take further decisions . The size of the data, continuously collected from the twitter stream for
a particular duration being huge , can be referred to as BIG DATA. Using Hadoop and its components[1,13,14], it is
together referred to as Hadoop Ecosystem[1,13,14] and is used for decision making step. In this paper image statistics
are analyzed to know how many user shared or posted the same image across their community over Twitter.

Fig.1 Hadoop Eco System
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The above figure depicts how Hadoop eco system[1,13,14] is sound enough to solve and analyze any BIG DATA.
Apache Flume[9] which is part of ecosystem, has been used to collect the twitter streaming data and stored in
HDFS[1,13,14]. The Map has been used to filter out the raw streaming data which is semi structured[4] (JSON).
Filtered information which is the output of Mapper[1,13,14], has been stored in Apache Hive[6]. HQL and UDF have
been used to collect the images from bad and good tweets. Finally a freeware tool Anti-Twin[10] is used for detecting
duplicate images. From this we can figure out the statistics of image sharing over twitter.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Existing System
We are already familiar with and pointed out the limitation of traditional/existing software to analyze the BIG DATA.
Present RDBMS is incapable of storing the twitter streaming data where size would be more than Petabytes. Also data
is not in structured format. Filtering out the streaming data with required parameters is another challenge with traditional
RDBMS and available frameworks. Distributed computing is mandatory in clustered environment to process the data.
Otherwise time consumption for processing will be beyond our design assumption and time estimation. In comparison to
traditional data warehousing tools/software, Apache Hive is an excelling data warehousing component running on HDFS
for data mining for a very large size of data.
B. Proposed Architecture or System
Having listed out all the drawbacks and incapability of analyzing BIG DATA (Here Twitter steaming) using traditional
software , as an alternative and effective framework, I have used Hadoop Ecosystem[1,13,14]. Apache Flume[9] has
been configured to collect the continuous flow of streaming data from twitter and saved into HDFS[1,13,14]. From those
raw semi structured data, Map[1,13,14] is executed in cluster environment to leverage the benefit of distributed
processing in Amazon web service EC2[2]. In this way we can eliminate the complexity and the procurement of
hardware to setup the Hadoop cluster[1,13,14]. The following diagram depicts clearly the architectural view of proposed
system where the entire flow diagram of data movement as well as processing in various component of Hadoop
Ecosystem[1,13,14] is shown.

Fig.2 Proposed architecture
To find out the counting of same image posting over tweets, a freeware tool Anti-Twin is used (http://www.antitwin.com).
III. EXECUTION METHODOLOGY
The above architectural diagram shows the complete flow of twitter streaming from Twitter service to image processing
tool which is excellent enough to execute the problem statement. As an initial step, we need to collect the continuous
flow of twitter streaming. To solve the problem statements, in this paper the following steps are executed:
 Create Twitter application
 Create the Hadoop cluster[1,13,14] in Amazon Web Service EC2 cloud[2].
 Connected to Twitter to receive the streaming/data which is in JSON format using Apache Flume[9]
 Configure Flume[9] with HDFS[1,13,14] so that streaming data can be stored in HDFS[1,13,14].
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Developed Map-Reduce[1,13,14] programming model. Here, to parse and filter the JSON data , only Map has
been used as shown in diagram and subsequently stored in HDFS[1,13,14] in comma separated value (csv)
format.
Developed Hive User Define Function (UDF)[6] to extract the image URL from good and bad tweets and
stored in file.
Developed Java Utility class to download the images from the posted URL as mentioned above in sequential
manner.
Finally, free image processing tool Anti-Twin[10] has been used to get the statistics of images.

A. Creating Twitter Application
To retrieve the continuous flow of twitter streaming data[3], an account in twitter development portal is mandatory. In
https://dev.twitter.com/apps/ an application is created and then generated the required keys. Below figure shows how the
created application looks like in web browser.

Fig.3
From the created application, we need to retrieve all the required keys and access token which has to be provided in
Flume configuration file so that Flume[9] can access the streaming data.

Fig-4
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The above figure shows clearly all the generated keys and access token. We need to have the consumer key, consumer
Secrete, access Token, and access Token Secret from the created application.
B. Create the Hadoop cluster in Amazon Web Service EC2 cloud
Amazon Web Service cloud EC2[2] is to leverage the complete cloud base service which eliminates the time
consumption, setup and configuration of individual nodes (Name nodes, Data nodes) physically. Here with pay per
hourly basis Hadoop cluster has been created. Using Ubuntu 14.04.2 two data nodes and one name node are created.
Below are the few figures showing cluster creation on Amazon Web Service EC2[2].

Fig-5

Fig-6
C. Twitter streaming extraction
Flume[9] has been installed and configured in Hadoop cluster[1,13,14] to retrieve the twitter streaming (data is in JSON
format). Below is the Flume configuration file to connect with Twitter.
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Fig-7
D. Development of Map only job
Map[1,13,14] has been developed to parse and filter the incoming twitter stream data which is in JSON. During parsing,
good and bad tweets are segregated into two different files which are stored again in HDFS[1,13,14] in csv format. Here
are the few basic points to detect bad tweets based on reference[11]
 Use RT in text (Re tweet)
 Too many hash tag(#) is obnoxious (Limit our self to 2 and not more than 3)
 Starting with @ in text, typing in all caps are rude and annoying. In the tech world, it’s considered shouting.
org.json.jar is used as utility jar in java code to parse each JSON record inside Map method and it has been stored in
distributed cache provided by Hadoop framework in installed cluster. Below figure depicts how raw twitter streaming
data[3] in (JSON format) looks like:
{"filter_level":"low","retweeted":false,"in_reply_to_screen_name":null,"possibly_sensitive":false,"truncated":false,"lang
":"en","in_reply_to_status_id_str":null,"id":628923003317825538,"extended_entities":{"media":[{"sizes":{"small":{"w"
:340,"resize":"fit","h":125},"thumb":{"w":150,"resize":"crop","h":150},"large":{"w":1024,"resize":"fit","h":378},"medi
um":{"w":600,"resize":"fit","h":221}},"id":628922815496859649,"media_url_https":"https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CLp
h9_DUMAE60ua.jpg","media_url":"http://pbs.twimg.com/media/CLph9_DUMAE60ua.jpg","expanded_url":"http://twitt
er.com/BootsPharmaJobs/status/628922815920607232/photo/1","source_status_id_str":"628922815920607232","indices
":[125,140],"source_status_id":628922815920607232,"id_str":"628922815496859649","type":"photo","display_url":"pic
.twitter.com/yRHjUokzC8","url":"http://t.co/yRHjUokzC8"}]},"in_reply_to_user_id_str":null,"timestamp_ms":"143878
1903472","in_reply_to_status_id":null,"created_at":"Wed
Aug
05
13:38:23
+0000
2015","favorite_count":0,"place":null,"coordinates":null,"text":"RT @BootsPharmaJobs: We reached a fantastic 5000
followers
+
we'd
like
to
thank
you
all
for
your
support
#FeelGoodaboutBoots
http://t.co/yR\u2026","contributors":null,"retweeted_status":{"filter_level":"low","retweeted":false,"in_reply_to_screen_
name":null,"possibly_sensitive":false,"truncated":false,"lang":"en","in_reply_to_status_id_str":null,"id":6289228159206
07232,"extended_entities":{"media":[{"sizes":{"small":{"w":340,"resize":"fit","h":125},"thumb":{"w":150,"resize":"cro
p","h":150},"large":{"w":1024,"resize":"fit","h":378},"medium":{"w":600,"resize":"fit","h":221}},"id":6289228154968
59649,"media_url_https":"https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CLph9_DUMAE60ua.jpg","media_url":"http://pbs.twimg.co
m/media/CLph9_DUMAE60ua.jpg","expanded_url":"http://twitter.com/BootsPharmaJobs/status/62892281592060723
2/photo/1","indices":[104,126],"id_str":"628922815496859649","type":"photo","display_url":"pic.twitter.com/yRHjUok
zC8","url":"http://t.co/yRHjUokzC8"}]},"in_reply_to_user_id_str":null,"in_reply_to_status_id":null,"created_at":"Wed
Aug 05 13:37:38 +0000 2015","favorite_count":0,"place":null,"coordinates":null,"text":"We reached a fantastic 5000
followers
+
we'd
like
to
thank
you
all
for
your
support
#FeelGoodaboutBoots
http://t.co/yRHjUokzC8","contributors":null,"geo":null,"entities":{"trends":[],"symbols":[],"urls":[],"hashtags":[{"text":"
FeelGoodaboutBoots","indices":[84,103]}],"media":[{"sizes":{"small":{"w":340,"resize":"fit","h":125},"thumb":{"w":1
50,"resize":"crop","h":150},"large":{"w":1024,"resize":"fit","h":378},"medium":{"w":600,"resize":"fit","h":221}},"id":6
28922815496859649,"media_url_https":"https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CLph9_DUMAE60ua.jpg","media_urlranslator":
false}}.
Fig-8
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Here are the code snipped which are used inside map method in Map[1,13,14].

Fig-9
E. Loading data into Hive
In Hive, two external tables are created with the following columns where csv formatted data obtained from Map are
uploaded. Use of JSONSerde[12] provided by Cloudera to load streaming data (JSON) into Hive tables directly is
avoided.

created_at

location

text

media_url

userDescription

follower_count

in_reply_to

retweeted_text

retweeted_user_location

retweeted_user_name
F. UDF development in Hive
Here an user define function[5] has been developed to extract all the posted image URLs from user created tweets(both
good and bad ). The image URL was appended against the JSON key "media_url" in each row of JSON streaming data.
In Fig 8, it is highlighted and shown as an example. Here are the code snippet of custom UDF.

Fig-10
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Hive UDF[6] has produced a file having all the URL for further processing. Below figure represents execution of UDF
hive query against each Hive table and also the results .

Fig-11
G. Image consolidation and analysis
Using Java, few utility classes are developed to download all the images in a sequential manner from the output file of
Hive UDF[6] as explained above. Here is the code snippet to download images efficiently.

Fig-12.
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Fig-13
Using free image processing tool Anti-Twin[10], statistics of all the downloaded images are recorded. So in this manner,
the entire paper has represented the complete analysis of shared/twitted/retwitted images.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, incapability of traditional software system to process and analyze BIG DATA, has been outlined. Using
Hadoop and its supporting components (Hadoop Ecosystem) on commodity hardware I have processed, analyzed a huge
volume of data (BIG DATA) and achieve the desired result with more time efficiency . This methodology can be
effectively adopted by any company to find the popularity analysis (a kind of advertisement) of a newly released product
into market if social media is used as an alternative advertizing channel.
V. FUTURE PLAN
We shall analyze public sentiment by using various sentiment analysis tools viz. Stanford Core NLP[8] as the data
dictionary, Machine Learning .
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